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Abstract—Renewable energy supply is a promising solution for
datacenters’ increasing electricity monetary cost, energy consump-
tion and harmful gas emissions. However, due to the instability of
renewable energy, insufficient renewable energy supply may lead
to the use of stored energy or brown energy. To handle this problem,
in this paper, we propose an instability-resilient renewable energy
allocation system. We define a job’s service-level-objective (SLO)
as the successful running probability by only using supplied renew-
able energy. The system allocates jobs with the same SLO level to
the same physical machine (PM) group, and powers each PM group
with renewable energy generators that have probability no less than
its SLO to produce the amount no less than its energy demand.
We use a deep learning technique to predict the probability of
producing the amount no less than each value of each renewable
energy source, and predict the energy demands of each PM area.
We formulate an optimization problem to match renewable energy
resources with different instabilities to different PM groups for
supply, and use reinforcement learning method and linear pro-
gramming method to solve it. We further propose an energy-driven
computing resource assignment method, which adjusts the amount
of computing resource of each job based on job deadline and
failure probability in each PM group, and a failure prediction based
energy saving method. Real trace driven experiments show that our
methods achieve much lower SLO violations, total energy monetary
cost and total carbon emission compared to other methods and the
effectiveness of individual methods.

Index Terms—Cloud datacenter, machine learning prediction,
renewable energy scheduling.

I. INTRODUCTION

OVER the past years, more and more Internet services
(e.g., e-commerce, content distribution, gaming, and so-

cial networking) have been deployed over the cloud datacenters,
which are reliable, elastic, and cost-effective. Consequently, the
size and energy consumption of datacenters have been increas-
ing significantly. As a result, datacenters’ increasing electricity
monetary cost, energy consumption and energy harmful gas
emissions have become a severe problem to the society. Some of
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the world’s largest datacenters require more than 100 megawatts
(MW) of power capacity, which is enough to power around
80,000 U.S. households [1]. In 2020, the US datacenter industry
consumed around 196 to 400 terawatt-hours (TWh), which is
equivalent to 1%–2% of worldwide annual data center energy
consumption [2]. A large amount of datacenters around the world
are powered by electricity generated by brown energy such as
fuel fossil, coal and oil. On a global level, datacenters contribute
to 0.3% of all global CO2 emissions [3].

To solve this problem, governments in many countries began
to set up laws and regulations to brown energy utilization. The
government and the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
will punish the datacenters with severe fines based on the car-
bon emission [4]. As a solution, cloud service providers start
using renewable energy such as solar, wind and hydro to power
the cloud datacenters. For example, Microsoft partnered with
Swedish company Vattenfall to build and deliver a large-scale
24/7 renewable energy matching solution at the new datacenter
region on an hourly basis to ensure that every megawatt hour
(MWh) of energy consumed at the datacenter is matched with a
MWh of renewable energy generation that was generated during
the same hour of consumption [5].

In the future, a system with thousands of active consumers
who own solar and wind energy generators and have an ability to
sell the renewable energy is envisioned [6]. Consider the scenario
with geo-distributed renewable energy sources (or generators),
previous research methods focus on how to schedule jobs to
the datacenters to use these renewable energy resources to
minimize either energy monetary cost or carbon emission while
satisfying time latency constraints of jobs [7], [8], [9], [10], [11],
[12]. These methods predict the amount of generated renewable
energy from each generator powering a specific datacenter, and
the energy demands from jobs, and then schedule the jobs to
different datacenters to achieve the goals.

However, renewable energy resources are featured by instabil-
ity. For example, the amount of produced solar energy depends
on solar irradiance, and the amount of produced wind energy de-
pends on wind turbines; both factors depend on the time of a day,
the season, the climate and so on. The energy amount instability
brings about a new challenge since insufficient renewable energy
supply may lead to the use of stored energy or brown energy,
which increases power monetary cost and/or carbon emissions.
Though the previous works attempt to more accurately predict
the amount of produced renewable energy, due to the energy
instability, sufficient renewable energy supply cannot be always
guaranteed. Thus, it is important to study the problem about how
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to choose renewable energy generators to power a datacenter
to mitigate the adverse effects due to overestimation of the
amount of produced renewable resources from the generators.
The adverse effects include the power monetary cost increase
and/or harmful gas emission increase caused by using stored
energy and brown energy.

This article aims to handle this problem. For this purpose, we
define a job’s service-level-objective (SLO) as the successful
running probability by only using supplied renewable energy.
To reduce the SLO violations due to overestimation of the
amount renewable resources, we propose an instability-resilient
renewable energy allocation system system. It allocates jobs
with the same SLO level to the same physical machine (PM)
group, and power the PM group with an SLO=x% and predicted
energy demand of ykWh with the renewable energy generator
that is predicted to generate no less than ykWh amount with no
less than x% probability at each time slot in the next time period.

Our system runs after each time period and schedule which
energy generator will supply energy to which PM area in the next
time period in order to minimize the number of SLO violations
(due to insufficient supplied renewable energy), total energy
monetary cost and total carbon emission. It has the following
steps:
� First, we use long short term memory (LSTM) deep learn-

ing model to predict the tail distribution of the amount of
generated renewable energy of each energy source repre-
sented, i.e., the probability that it will generate no less than
each certain amount of energy at each time slot of the next
time period. Second, we use LSTM to predict the energy
demand of each PM area.

� Third, we allocate renewable energy generators to the PM
areas based on the aforementioned rule. That is, if an energy
source’s generated renewable energy amount is no less
than the PM area energy demand, and the probability of
producing that amount is no less than the SLO value of the
PM areas, it can be a candidate to be assigned to the PM
area. Specifically, we use a reinforcement learning (RL)
method and a linear programming method to solve the
aforementioned problem.

An early version of this work was presented in [13]. In this
early work, we assumed that the resource supply prediction
is correct. However, since many factors affect the amount of
the generated renewable energy, the actual amount may vary
from the predicted value. To handle this problem, in this article,
we propose an energy-driven computing resource assignment
method (ECRA), which adjusts the amount of computing re-
source of each job based on job deadline, SLO and failure prob-
ability. In addition, to avoid unnecessary energy consumption to
avoid the adverse effect of insufficient energy supply, we propose
a failure prediction based energy saving method (FPES). The
additional contribution is summarized as below:
� Energy-driven computing resource assignment (ECRA): In

order to further handle the renewable energy overage and
shortage (caused by the supply instability) while avoiding
SLO violation, ECRA reduces the computing resources of
the jobs with loose deadlines and SLOs when an energy
shortage happens and assign more computing resource to

the jobs with strict deadlines and SLOs, and low failure
probability when an energy overage happens.

� Failure prediction based energy saving (FPES): When a
job fails, it restarts from the previous checkpoint. Then, the
computing resources and energy resources used during the
time from the previous checkpoint and the failure time are
wasted. In order to avoid such resource and energy waste
caused by job failures, FPES predicts each job’s failure
probability using bi-directional LSTM [14] and restarts the
job right after the checkpoint before the failure if the failure
is not right after a check point. This way, it reduces energy
consumption for unnecessary job execution.

We conduct comprehensive real trace-driven experiments to
compare our methods with other three methods in terms of SLO
satisfactory ratio, total energy monetary cost and total carbon
emission. The experimental results show that our methods can
achieve much lower number of SLO violations, total energy
monetary cost and total carbon emission compared to the other
methods and the effectiveness of the individual methods. Specif-
ically, for 100 servers in a month, RL uses around 60% less
brown energy, generates around 7-8% higher uninterrupted PM
area ratio and SLO satisfaction ratio, causes $150000 (19%)
less monetary cost and 0.2Tons (9%) less carbon emission. In
addition, ECRA reduces around 50% brown energy of RL, and
FPES further can reduce around 50% brown energy. ECRA
increases around 0.7% uninterrupted PM area ratio and around
0.2% SLO satisfaction ratio of RL. ECRA reduces $20000
(3%) monetary cost and 0.4Tons (20%) carbon emission of
RL, and FPES further can reduce $40000 (6%) monetary cost
and 0.2Tons (13%) carbon emission. We distributed our source
code [15].

The rest of the article is organized as follows. Section II
presents the related work. Section III presents the background
and our research problem. Section IV presents the basic
instability-resilient renewable energy allocation system. Sec-
tions V and VI present the energy-driven computing resource
assignment method and the failure prediction based energy sav-
ing method, respectively. Section VII presents the performance
evaluation of our system. Section VIII concludes the article with
remarks on our future work.

II. RELATED WORK

Energy-Efficient Resource Management: Reducing the num-
ber of running servers is a common approach to reduce
energy consumption of a datacenter. Chen et al. [16] proposed
algorithms to minimize the number of running servers via dy-
namically distributing workload to the servers, which saves up to
30% energy. Heller et al. [17] introduced ElasticTree, an energy
manager with a focus on the datacenter network elements (links
and switches). It monitors traffic conditions in the datacenter, and
simply turns off the switches and links if they are not needed. Lin
et al. [18] proposed an Energy-Efficient Adaptive File Replica-
tion System (EAFR). EAFR decreases the number of replicas for
cold files without compromising their read efficiency, stores the
cold files to servers and put these servers to the sleep mode to save
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energy. Dabbagh et al. [19] developed a framework for predict-
ing future virtual machine requests and associated resource re-
quirements. It puts unneeded machines into the sleep mode to re-
duce energy consumption. These methods focus on reducing the
energy use while we focus on the renewable energy allocation.
We can use these methods to further save renewable energy for a
datacenter.

Renewable Energy Management: Given a number of geo-
distributed datacenters, with each datacenter being powered by
certain renewable energy sources, several methods have been
proposed to reduce total energy monetary or carbon emission.
The method in [10] aims to minimize monetary cost while giving
higher priority to using renewable energy via rescheduling (or
migrating) jobs between datacenters using RL based on neural
network (NN) model. The method in [7] uses an integer linear
programming method to allocate jobs to the different datacenters
to minimize the carbon emissions of the datacenters by using
renewable energy while satisfying a few requirements. This
method uses a pattern-based method to predict the amount of
generated renewable energy in each energy source. Liu et al. [8]
proposed an integrated workload management system for one
datacenter. Since different renewable energy sources have dy-
namic energy generation and price through time, the system
tries to minimize the monetary cost by scheduling jobs to differ-
ent time slots while satisfying job processing time constraint
and using solar energy as much as possible since it is easy
to predict. It uses the k-nearest neighbor (k-NN) method to
predict renewable energy and energy demand of each node based
on historical data. De Courchelle et al. [11] proposed a job
scheduling method for a datacenter aiming to use renewable
energy as much as possible. Gu et al. [9] aim to minimize the
brown energy usage via task allocation and renewable energy
scheduling in edge computing using a mixed integer linear
programming. Xu et al. [20] proposed a job reallocation based
method, which adjusts the number of jobs among multiple cloud
datacenters, aiming to reduce carbon emission caused by brown
energy and maximize the renewable energy (solar energy) usage
as much as possible. Liu et al. [21] proposed a renewable
energy matching system, aiming to achieve lower monetary cost
and carbon emission using mixed linear programming. Nayak
et al. [22] proposed user requests scheduling system, which
assigns different user requests to different datacenter, aiming
to reduce the user requests’ completion time and also renewable
energy cost.

Due to renewable energy instability, the above works may
overestimate the amount of produced renewable resource
from a generator. Different from the above works, our work
handles how to choose renewable energy generators to power
a datacenter to mitigate the adverse effect on the datacenter
jobs from overestimation of the amount of produced renewable
resources from the generators. It can complement other
renewable energy management methods to reduce the number
of SLO violations due to insufficient renewable energy supply.

SLO-aware Resource Scheduling: A significant amount of
previous research focuses on achieving job SLO guarantee,
where the SLO usually reflects the job latency. Wen et al. [23]
proposed StepConf, SLO-aware dynamic resource configuration

for serverless function workflows. Safaryan et al. [24] designed
a tool called SLAM to solve the issue of minimizing cost and
meeting SLO requirements for an application consisting of many
FaaS functions. SLAM determines the optimal memory config-
uration for the given serverless application. Shukla et al. [25]
presented analysis of the impact of cluster heterogeneity on the
achieved server utilization and energy footprint to meet the SLO
of latency-critical services. Zhang et al. [26] proposes MArk
(Model Ark), a general-purpose machine learning (ML) infer-
ence serving system, to tackle the dual challenge of response-
time SLO compliance and serving cost effectiveness. Shukla
et al. [27] proposed a user-centric End-to-end Service Level
Objective (ESLO) that guarantees stricter bounds on end-to-end
delay and thereby achieving a higher QoE. The authors showed
how the variability in the external network delay can be both
addressed and leveraged to meet the ESLO and improve server
utilization, and proposed ESLO-aware infrastructure. Alsadie
et al. [28] presented a dynamic threshold-based fuzzy approach
(DTFA) to detect overloaded and underutilized PMs and the
Lowest Interdependence Factor Exponent Multiple Resources
predictive (LIFE-MP) approach for placing virtual machines
(VMs) on PMs. Ramesh et al. [29] used ML model to predict the
resource utilization of VM and PM for load balancing to satisfy
SLOs in the cloud. Cortez et al. [30] characterized Azure’s VM
workload to demonstrate how the VM characteristics can be
utilized for better resource management. Hua et al. [31] used
various forms of LSTM for time series forecasting for resource
management. Chen et al. [32] proposed a deep Learning based
Prediction Algorithm (L-PAW) to achieve adaptive and accu-
rate prediction of workloads that are highly variable, thereby
resulting in lower resource wastage and lower SLO violations.
Kumar et al. [33] used LSTM based workload prediction model
for efficient resource scaling and energy consumption. Ding
et al. [34] used predicted resource utilization and Performance-
to-power Ratio (PPR) of heterogeneous hosts in order to ensure
the balance of workload and energy. The methods in [35], [36],
[37] use an RL or Markov decision process (MDP) algorithm for
resource management and VM placement to minimize energy
consumption and/or achieve load balance.

Different from these SLO-aware methods, our defined SLO is
for successful job execution using the renewable energy. We use
the previous methods to guarantee job deadline SLO, and our
method is orthogonal to these previous SLO-aware methods.

III. BACKGROUND AND RESEARCH PROBLEM

Different renewable energy resources are influenced by differ-
ent natural features [38], [39]. Solar energy is influenced by solar
irradiance, and wind energy is influenced by wind speed. The
renewable energy resources are featured by instability due to the
environment and climate change. For example, in summer sunny
days, solar can generate more stable energy resource than wind,
and it can generate more energy at the daytime than that at night.
In winter cloudy days, wind can generate more stable energy
resource than solar. This instability feature brings a challenge
when we use renewable energies as energy supply in local dat-
acenters. To handle this problem, previous research attempts to
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TABLE I
NOTATIONS

increase the prediction accuracy of the produced energy amount,
e.g., by using pattern match or machine learning methods, but
it is hard to guarantee 100% prediction accuracy due to the
instability (as verified in our experiments in Section VII). In
addition, prediction at a higher frequency is needed due to the
instability, which generates high computation overhead. There-
fore, renewable energy sources sometimes may not generate
enough energy as predicted to power the datacenters. In this
case, a datacenter can use brown energy or stored energy from the
energy grid. However, it degrades the performance of achieving
the goals of minimizing the total energy monetary cost and total
carbon emission. We assume that the cost of stored renewable
energy is higher than that of directly using the renewable energy
since there is an additional cost for energy storage. Thus, we
define SLO as the successful running probability by only using
supplied renewable energy and aim to minimize the number of
SLO violations.

We denote Gk as the kth renewable energy source (or gen-
erator), gGk,t as the predicted energy generation amount of
renewable energy source Gk at time t. Complementary cumula-
tive distribution function or simply tail distribution represents
the probability distribution that the amount of the generated
renewable energy is no less than each certain amount. We use
PGk,tn to denote the tail distribution of renewable energy source
Gk at tn time.

PGk,tn = {< g1Gk,tn
, p(g1Gk,tn

) >,< g2Gk,tn
, p(g2Gk,tn

) >, ...}
(1)

where p(giGk,tn
) means the probability that the amount of the

generated energy is no less than giGk,tn
. Table I shows the

notations used in this article.
Note that different jobs have different SLOs. To avoid a job’s

SLO violation due to insufficient supplied renewable energy,
we can assign the job the renewable energy generator that has
probability no less than the SLO to produce the energy amount
no less than the job’s energy demand. A problem here is how to
conduct such a mapping since energy is supplied to PMs rather
than jobs. To handle this problem, we propose to divide PMs

to PM areas, and each PM area hosts jobs with one SLO value.
Then, we supply each PM area with renewable energy sources
to avoid SLO violations. Note that when we allocate jobs to the
PM areas, we need to consider the constraint of PM computing
resource capacity and try to consolidate jobs to as few PMs
as possible to save energy. We can reply on previous methods
(e.g., [40]) for these purposes, which are out of the scope of this
article. Avoiding job deadline SLO violations due to insufficient
computing resources has been handled in previous research. This
is not the focus of this article and we directly use the previous
methods for this purpose in this work. In this article, we focus on
avoid violating our redefined SLO due to insufficient supplied
renewable energy. Specifically, our renewable energy resource
assignment problem is as follows:

Given a datacenter and many geo-distributed renewable en-
ergy sources (or generators) that the datacenter can use, how
the renewable energy sources should be mapped to the PM
areas in order to minimize the number of SLO violations (due to
insufficient renewable energy), total energy monetary cost and
total carbon emission?

To handle this problem, we propose an instability-resilient
renewable energy allocation system that conducts such mapping
periodically (e.g., every hour) (Section IV). To enhance this sys-
tem, we further propose the energy-driven computing resource
assignment method (Section V) and the failure prediction based
energy saving method (Section VI). In this article, we assume
that a PM area has enough computing resources for the jobs. We
present each of the system components in the following.

IV. INSTABILITY-RESILIENT RENEWABLE ENERGY

ALLOCATION SYSTEM

The instability-resilient renewable energy allocation system
conducts the mapping between renewable energy generators and
PM areas to solve the above assignment problem. Therefore, it
incorporates the following components:

1) It predicts the tail distribution of each renewable energy
source and the energy demand in each PM area at each
time slot in the next time period (Section IV-A).

2) Based on the predicted renewable energy generation and
predicted energy demand, it assigns renewable energy
sources to PM areas using RL-based method and linear
programming method (Section IV-B).

A. Prediction for Renewable Energy Generation

We assume that our system conducts the mapping between
renewable energy sources and PM areas every one hour, though
it can be any time length. For each renewable energy source,
it predicts the amount of generated energy every time slot ti
(e.g., 5 minutes) within the next hour, and for each PM area, it
predicts the amount of energy demand every time slot within the
next hour. Then, it conducts the mapping to make sure that the
renewable energy sources mapped to a PM area will satisfy its
energy demand at each time slot ti within the next hour. That
is, if a PM area demands ykWh at ti and its SLO level is x%,
the matched renewable energy source must produce no less than
ykWh with probability no less than x% at time ti for each time
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slot within the next hour. Such a mapping strategy is to avoid
SLO violation due to insufficient renewable energy supply.

Therefore, for each renewable energy source, we need to
predict the tail distribution of each renewable energy source, e.g.,
the probability of generated energy amount no less than 1 kWh
is 95%, no less than 2 kWh is 92%, and so on. To do this, we use
the long short term memory (LSTM) deep learning model [41],
[42] since it is effective in handling time series data and can
observe the correlation between different time slots. The inputs
of LSTM include a set of time sequence data, which records
the historical amount of generated energy of a renewable energy
source, and the factors affecting the amount of the renewable
energy resource (e.g., solar irradiance for solar energy, wind
speed for wind energy), and the output of LSTM is the tail
distribution at each ti in the next hour. We explained the tail
distribution of energy resource Gk at time tn (PGk,tn ) in the
above. We use PGk

to denote the tail distribution of renewable
energy generator Gk at each time in the next time period.

PGk
= {PGk,t1 , PGk,t2 , . . . , PGk,tn , . . . , PGk,tN } , (2)

where N is the number of time slots in time period T .
We need to predict the amount of energy consumption in each

PM area at each tn in the next hour. For this purpose, we also
use the LSTM deep learning technique based on the historical
energy consumption time-series data of a PM area.

B. Mapping Renewable Energy Sources and PM Areas

After we predict the tail distribution of the amount of gen-
erated energy in each renewable energy source, and the energy
demand of each PM area, we need to map the renewable energy
sources to the PM areas for energy supply to solve the problem
in Section III. In this article, we use two methods to solve this
problem. First, we formulate this problem as a Markov Decision
Process (MDP), and use a reinforcement learning (RL) method
based on Deep Q-Network (DQN) [43] to solve the MDP prob-
lem [44], [45], [46]. Second, we formulate this problem as an
optimization problem and then use integer linear programming
approach to solve it. We present each method in the following.

1) RL-Based Method: We first formulate this problem as an
MDP, denoted by M = (S,A,P,R), where S is the state, A is
the action, P is the probability between each two states and R is
the reward. Below, we introduce these elements for our problem.

a) State space: The state space S is defined as the input
of the RL model, and it consists of the information of renewable
energy sources and PM areas in a datacenter. The information
of renewable energy sources includes the tail distribution (PG),
distance with the datacenter (DG), unit price (CG). We denote
the renewable energy generators by:

G = {G1, G2, ...Gk, ...GK} (3)

where Gk means the kth renewable energy generator and K
means the total number of renewable energy generators. The
tail distribution at each time for the next time period (e.g., one
hour) of all energy sources is denoted by PG.

PG = {PG1
, PG2

, . . . , PGk
, . . . , PGK

} . (4)

The distance DG vector indicates the distance between each
energy source and the datacenter:

DG = DG1
, DG2

, ...DGk
, ...DGK

(5)

The unit price vector indicates the unit price of each energy
source at each time slot:

CG = CG1
, CG2

, ..., CGk
, ..., CGK

, where (6)

CGk
= {cGk,t1 , cGk,t2 , . . . , cGk,tn , ...cGk,tN } , (7)

where cGk,tn denotes the energy price of generator Gk at time
slot tn. As in [10], we assume that the unit price at each time slot
of an energy resource is pre-known. If it is not pre-known, we
can also use LSTM for the price prediction based on the factors
influencing the price.

The features of the PM areas in the cloud datacenter include
the predicted energy demand of each PM area at each time slot
in the next time period and the SLO of each PM area. We use
J to denote the total number of PM areas in the datacenter, and
use Mj to denote the jth PM area. We use EMj

to denote the
predicted energy demand of PM area Mj at each time slot in the
next time period, and use EM to denote the vector of EMj

for
all PM areas. Therefore,

EM =
{
EM1

, EM2
, . . . , EMj

, . . . EMJ

}
, where (8)

EMj
=

{
EMj ,t1 , EMj ,t2 , . . . , EMj ,tn , . . . , EMj ,tN

}
(9)

where EMj ,tn denotes the predicted energy demand of PM area
Mj at time slot tn. We use LM to denote the vector of the SLO
level of each PM area in the cloud datacenter.

LM =
{
LM1

, LM2
, ...LMj

, ...LMJ

}
(10)

where LMj
is the SLO of the jth PM area. As a result, the whole

state space can be defined as follow:

S = {S = (PG,DG, CG, EM ,LM )}. (11)

These features are selected because they are needed to determine
whether a PM area’s energy demand can be satisfied, the energy
monetary cost and carbon emission, which are our energy allo-
cation goals. It is important to select correct features for decision
making since more features will increase the state space, which
increases the training time of the RL model.

b) Action space: The action space is defined as the as-
signment plans to assign renewable energy sources to the PM
areas as energy supply. We use ak,j to denote a binary variable;
ak,j = 1 means that renewable energy source Gk is assigned to
PM area Mj , and ak,j = 0 means otherwise. Action space A is
expressed in the following:

A =
{(

A1, A2, ...Ai, ...AK(J+1)

) |Ai = (aG1,M1
,

aG1,M2
, ...ak,j , ...aGK ,MJ

)} (12)

i ∈ {1, 2, ...K(J + 1)}, k ∈ {1, 2, ...K}, j ∈ {1, 2, ...J}
(13)

where Ai is the ith action, AK(J+1) means that there are total
K(J + 1) actions in the action space because each renewable
energy source has the chance to be assigned to each PM area.
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c) Probability: When a decision about which energy
source is assigned to which PM area is made, the state is changed
with certainty, so the probability between states is always 1.

d) Reward: Based on problem in Section III, we consider
the following factors in reward function.

Monetary cost: The unit price of energy source Gk at time
t is denoted by cGk,t. The monetary cost for purchasing gGk,t

amount of energy from energy source Gk at time t to be used by
the jth PM area (denoted by Cj,k,t) is calculated:

Cj,k,t = cGk,t · gGk,t (14)

Carbon emission: The amount of carbon emission per kWh
of energy sourceGk at time t is denoted bywk,t, The total carbon
emission for gGk,t amount of energy from energy source Gk at
time t is calculated by

Wj,k,t = wk,t · gGk,t (15)

SLO violations: To avoid SLO violations, when we map single
source Gk to the jth PM area, we need to ensure that each PM
area is powered by renewable energy generators that have prob-
ability no less than its SLO to produce the amount no less than
its energy demand. That is, bGk,t = gGk,t − gGk,t · ε ·DGk

≥
EMj ,t and p(gGk,t) ≥ LMj ,t for each time slot in the next time
period, in which gGk,t · ε ·DGk

is the energy loss in energy
transmission from the source to the PM area, ε is the loss rate,
andLMj ,t is the SLO of PM areaMj . This can be easily extended
to the case when multiple energy sources are mapped to one PM
area to meet its energy demand. If either of the above conditions
is not satisfied, the running jobs in the PM area may experience
SLO violations. We use VAi

to denote the number of SLO
violations for actionAi; that is, the number of jobs running in the
PM areas, where either of the above conditions is not satisfied.
Our RL-based method is distinguishing in that it can directly use
these conditions to measure a variable in the reward function for
an action rather than collecting the resulting variable value by
taking many actions in practice, which reduces training time.

Based on the aforementioned problem, we define the reward
R for action Ai by the following equation:

R =
1∑

t∈T
∑

j∈J
∑

k∈K(Cj,k,t +Wj,k,t) + VAi

(16)

Our principle of the reward function is setting a higher reward
for reducing more SLO violations, total energy monetary cost
and total carbon emission.

e) Reinforcement learning training: To collect the training
data of DQN, the datacenter initially can use the optimization
solution from our linear programming method. We can also
select the action randomly and calculate the reward from the
selected action offline. The data is used for the DQN training
to train the DQN network. The RL agent iteratively makes the
decisions and updates the network parameters, which is the
training process of DQN. After the DQN is trained, we deploy
it in a centralized server where the trained RL agent runs and
generates the mapping plan between the energy sources and PM
areas periodically.

2) Optimization Problem Based Method: Given the features
in renewable energy resources and PM areas, represented by

the state in Formula (11), we formulate the renewable energy
resource assignment problem as follow:

Min
∑
t∈T

∑
j∈J

∑
k∈K

ak,j · (Cj,k,t +Wj,k,t) (17)

Subject to:
∑
k∈K

ak,j ≥ 1, ∀j ∈ J (18)

∑
k∈K

ak,j · bGk,t ≥ EMj ,t & ak,j · p(gGk,t) ≥ LMj ,t,

∀t ∈ T, ∀k ∈ K, ∀j ∈ J (19)

Equation (17) aims to minimize the total energy monetary cost
and total carbon emission. Equation (18) ensures that a PM area
must have no less than one energy sources to supply energy.
Equation (19) aims to avoid SLO violations due to insufficient
renewable energy supply in each PM area. Since in our scenario,
the number of renewable energy sources and the number of PM
areas are integers, the elements decision variables are integers
too. Thus, our problem can be transformed into an optimization
problem solved by integer linear programming method [47].

V. ENERGY-DRIVEN COMPUTING RESOURCE

ASSIGNMENT (ECRA)

Since many factors affect the amount of the generated re-
newable energy, the actual amount may vary from the predicted
value. For example, the wind speed may change dramatically
in a short time, which changes the amount of generated wind
energy [48]. Under the renewable energy supply variance, when
a PM area’s received renewable energy supply is smaller than its
energy demand, the SLOs of its running jobs could be violated.
When its received renewable energy supply is larger than its
energy demand, it could store or sell the extra energy and use up
the extra energy by providing more computing resources to the
jobs to expedite their execution. In this article, we propose the
ECRA method for how to decrease energy use for the energy
shortage case or use up the extra energy for the energy overage
case by adjusting the computing resources allocated to jobs
while still meeting their SLOs and deadline requirements as
much as possible.

The energy consumption is determined by the consumption
of computing resources including CPU, memory and bandwidth
and it can be calculated based on CPU [49]. If a job is offered with
less amount of CPU resource, its job completion time will be
increased. On the other hand, if a job is offered with more amount
of CPU resource, its job completion time will be decreased and
then its deadline requirement is more likely to be met. Also, if
a job has a loose SLO, it can tolerate more energy shortages,
so we can reduce its computing resource, which lengthens its
completion time. On the other hand, if a job has a strict SLO, we
should provide it more computing resource to make it complete
soon to avoid future energy shortages. By leveraging these,
when an energy shortage happens, ECRA reduces the computing
resources of the jobs based on their strictness of deadlines and
SLOs, when an energy overage happens, ECRA assigns more
computing resource to the jobs based on their strictness of
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deadlines and SLOs and failure probability, in order to increase
the probability that a job’s deadline and SLO will be met. The
job remaining time can be estimated directly according to [50].

We use the time difference between a job’s deadline and
its estimated job remaining time to represent its urgent value
(denoted by u). For example, job a has 8 minutes estimated job
remaining time and its deadline is in 20 minutes. Then, its urgent
value is 20-8=12 minutes. Job b has 20 minutes estimated job
remaining time and its deadline is 30 minutes. Then, its urgent
value is 30-20=10 minutes. The urgent value represents the time
a job can pause and resume in order to complete by its deadline.
A lower urgent value means higher urgency. When an energy
shortage happens, ECRA should reduce the computing resource
assigned to job a first to make it completes by its deadline due
to two reasons. First, since job a is less urgent compared with
job b so that job deadline requirements have lower probability
to be violated in an energy shortage. Second, since job a has
a larger urgent value, the resource amount reduced to make it
completes on its deadline is larger than that of job b. Then, we
can limit the number of jobs that need to cut resource amount in
order to solve the energy shortage issue. When an energy overage
happens, ECRA should give higher priority to job b to increase
computing resources since job b is more urgent compared with
job a so that job deadline requirements have lower probability
to be violated and the extra energy can be utilized.

When the SLO of a job equals x% (e.g., 90%), it is allowed to
experience energy shortage with probability (1-x%) (e.g., 10%)
during its execution. Here, we use the concept of error budget
for SLOs in Google’s Site Reliability Engineering (SRE) [51]. A
job with x% SLO has θ = (1−x%) error budget. Since different
jobs have different remaining times, solely considering the error
budget is not fair to all the jobs. Thus, we introduce the concept of
error budget per time unit: θ̄ = θ/r, where r is the job remaining
time. A job with a lower θ̄ should have a higher priority to
avoid SLO violations (i.e, receiving more computing resources
to complete earlier to avoid shortage) and vice versa. Therefore,
when an energy shortage occurs, we should cut computing
resources from a job with a higher θ̄ since it is allowed to
experience more shortages and vice versa. When there is an
energy overage, we should add computing resources to a job
with a lower θ̄, so it will experience less shortages.

Therefore, to jointly consider the job deadline and SLO, we
use metric u · θ̄. When energy shortage occurs, ECRA reduces
the computing resources of the jobs with higher u · θ̄ first, and
when energy overage occurs, ECRA increases the computing
resources of the jobs with lower u · θ̄ first. In addition, in a
datacenter, a job can be failed caused by hardware failure,
resource competition or software bugs [52]. When a job fails,
it will restart from its previous checkpoint. To save the energy
resource, only when a job’s predicted failure probability is less
than a threshold (γ), ECRA adds computing resources to it.
How to predict a job’s failure probability will be presented in
Section VI.

Algorithm 1 shows the pseudocode of the ECRA algorithm.
ECRA monitors the energy supply and the actual energy usage
of each PM area (line 1). It collects the data periodically (e.g.,
very 10 minutes). For each PM area, when the renewable energy

Algorithm 1. Dynamically Energy-Driven Computing Re-
source Assignment (ECRA) Algorithm Executed by a PM
Area Periodically.

supply is less than the energy usage (lines 2–3), ECRA first
estimates the job remaining time for each job (lines 4–5). It then
sorts the running jobs in descending order based on the u · θ
values (line 6). Next, it picks the job on the top one by one and
reduces its computing resource assigned to it so that the job can
complete on the deadline. This process repeats until the sum of
the picked jobs’ reduced consumed energy equals the energy
shortage value (lines 7–8). For example, if job a (introduced
above) is selected to reduce computing resource, the amount of
computing resource is set to make the remaining time as 20,
which equals its deadline. As a result, the supplied energy is
enough to satisfy the jobs’ deadline requirements and SLOs. It
is possible that after ECRA reduces the computing resources of
all the jobs, the amount of supplied renewable energy still cannot
satisfy the energy demand of the PM area. In this case, the PM
area resorts to the stored energy or brown energy.

When the renewable energy supply is larger than the energy
usage, ECRA first estimates the job remaining running time for
each job (lines 9–11). It then sorts the running jobs in ascending
order based on the u · θ value (line 12). Next, it picks the job
on the top one by one and increases the computing resource
assigned to it so that the job can complete earlier by a certain
percentage (e.g., 10%) of its deadline. This process repeats until
the sum of the picked jobs’ increased consumed energy equals
the energy overage value (lines 13–14). In this way, the extra
supplied energy is used to expedite the execution of each job by
a certain ratio of its deadline.

VI. FAILURE PREDICTION BASED ENERGY SAVING (FPES)

As mentioned above, a job can be failed caused by hardware
failure, resource competition or software bugs. In the previous
methods, once a job fails, this job is restarted from the check-
point [53]. However, we notice that such an approach could
waste energy resource. As shown in Fig. 1, one job needs 6 time
unites to finish including 3 units for failed job running and 3
units for the successful job running after the failure occurs at
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Fig. 1. Failure prediction energy saving example.

time point 3 and it restarts from the checkpoint at time point 2.
Thus, the energy for the original job execution from time point 2
to time point 3 is wasted. To deal with this problem, we propose
the FPES method. Using FPES, after 2 time units running, a
failure prediction method predicts that the job will be failed and
the job restarts from checkpoint 2 in advance. Then, this job uses
5 time units to finish, which saves 1 time unit for job running. If
the job failure occurs right after checkpoint 3 at time point 3, the
job doesn’t have to be restarted since the job running from time
point 2 to time point 3 is still useful. Since longer job completion
time means more energy usage, so such failure prediction can
help greatly reduce energy usage. Note FPES is novel in that it
saves the energy resource and job computing time of the previous
checkpointing methods.

It was indicated that 41% of the total jobs suffer job failure
and 35.8% [14] of the total jobs suffer the failure more than once
in Google datacenter from Google cluster trace [54]. The failure
prediction accuracy can be as high as 93% [14]. The failure can
be predicted 5 minutes before the failure occurrence and then
it can save around 10% energy for a job with 50 minutes job
latency. In addition, for some jobs with longer job completion
time, the failure may occur several times within this job’s life-
time. For example, suppose one job’s job completion time is 600
minutes and the failure happens 6 times. If we can predict the
failure 10 minutes in advance, we can save around 60 minutes
in total, resulting in 10% energy save. Then, for a datacenter
consumed 4× 105 kwh per year [55], failure prediction can save
1.6× 104 kwh ≈ 4× 105 kwh × 41%× 93%× 10% (4% of
the total energy consumption) per year. Since the failure predic-
tion accuracy is high, this approach still can save a lot of energy
consumption.

We now present the details of FPES. It also runs periodically
(e.g., every 10 minutes) but FPES and ECRA run separately.
FPES first predicts the failure probability of each running
job using multi-layer Bidirectional LSTM [14]. FPES uses a
threshold for the predicted failure probability (γ) to determine
whether a job has a high failure probability. If the predicted
failure probability of one job is larger than γ, FPES then checks
whether the failure time point is within a small time range after a
checkpoint. If not, the job will be restarted. The small time range
is determined so that not restarting the job will not waste long
job running time or energy consumption caused by failure. As
the failure prediction model, the Bidirectional LSTM considers

Algorithm 2. Failure Prediction Based Energy Saving
(FPES) Algorithm Executed by a PM Area Periodically.

job features as input, such as resource utilization including
CPU percentage, memory usage, bandwidth usage), the job
re-submission status (new or resubmitted) and the job’s waiting
time. The multi-layer structure in this model can handle multi-
ple input features for higher prediction accuracy. Algorithm 2
shows the pseudocode of the FPES algorithm. FPES collects the
running job’s information for prediction (line 1). For each job,
FPES first predicts failure probability (lines 2–3). If the predicted
failure probability is larger than the threshold γ and the failure
time point is not within a small time range after a checkpoint
(lines 4–5), FPES restarts this job right now (line 6). Otherwise,
the job continues to run (line 7). In this way, the restarted jobs
have high probabilities to complete earlier and save energy for
job running.

VII. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

A. Experiment Settings

In our experiment, we use the following real world datasets.
All the datasets are from May 1, 2011 to May 30, 2011.

1) Datacenter and job workload: The Google cluster
trace [54] records resource utilization of CPU and memory
usage of each job in about 12.5 thousand PMs. For each job,
we assign it an SLO value randomly chosen from the rage of
[90%, 100%) [56]. Then we transfer the jobs with the same
SLO value into the same PM area. The number of PM areas is
determined by the SLO value. We vary the number of PM areas
from 10 to 100 by controlling the division interval of the SLO
range; 10 PM areas mean that the SLO range is divided by an
interval of 1%, and 100 PM areas mean that the SLO range is
divided by an interval of 0.1%. Unless otherwise specified, the
number of PM areas is 100, and the mapping time period is one
hour.

2) Renewable energy resources: In our experiments, We
choose solar and wind as the renewable energy resources. We
assume 500 renewable energy generators at the Virginia State
(VA); half are solar energy generators and half are wind energy
generators. To set the amount of energy produced by each
generator at each time slot, we calculate the amount according
to the methods in [57] and [58] as follows.

The amount of solar energy that can be generated in a time
slot is calculated by:

Esolar(t) = α ·Asolars(t) ·Δt (20)
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where α is the ratio of how much solar energy can be transferred
in to electricity, Asolar is the total active irradiation area of the
solar panels, s(t) is the solar irradiance, which means the energy
per unit area (watt per square metre, W/m2), andΔt is the length
of a time slot. The amount of wind energy that can be generated
in a time slot is calculated by:

Ewind(t) = β ·
(
1

2

)
Awindρairv3(t) ·Δt (21)

where β is the ratio of how much wind energy can be transferred
in to electricity, Awind is the total rotor area of all wind turbines,
ρair is the air density, and v(t) is the wind speed.

We obtained the datasets about regional solar irradiance (s(t))
and wind speeds (v(t)) at the VA from the National Renewable
Energy Laboratory (NREL) [59], [60]. The data was recorded
daily per hour, and we assume that the value keeps similar in
different time slots in an hour. ρair is set to 1.29 Kg/m3 and this
value usually does not change in normal environment. For other
parameters, we use the parameter settings in [57] and [58] for
our renewable generator model. For each energy generator, the
conversion efficiency ratio (α and β) is set to a value randomly
chosen from [20%, 30%]. For each solar energy generator,
Asolar is set to a value randomly chosen from [10000, 15000]
m2. For each wind energy generator, Awind is set to a value
randomly chosen from [20000, 25000] m2.

3) Carbon emission rate (gCO2e/kWh): Is to measure the
amount of carbon emissions from the energy use. According
to [61], coal has 968 carbon emission rate, wind has 22.5 carbon
emission rate, solar has 53 carbon emission rate. Since coal is
the most widely used brown energy for electricity, we use coal
as our brown energy in our experiments.

4) Electricity price: The electricity price is obtained from
the websites of Energy Information Administration [62] and
the Switch [63], which contain the price of brown energy and
renewable energy electricity price respectively at each hour.
The electricity price varies from each hour as well. In general,
the price for the solar energy is in the rage of [250, 350]
USD/MWh, that of the wind energy is in the rage of [130, 220]
USD/MWh, and that of the brown energy is in the rage of [50,
150] USD/MWh.

For increasing the computing resource assigned to jobs in
ECRA, we set the percentage of the deadline to be reduced
to 10%. We set γ = 0.85 and 30 seconds for the time range
used in FPES. In addition, FPES runs every 5 minutes. In
our experiments, first we use 80% of the renewable energy
generation data as training set, and the rest 20% data as testing
data to predict the tail distribution of each energy source. Second,
we use 80% of the CPU utilization historical data in each PM
throughout time as the training data and the rest 20% data as
testing data, and then add the values of all PMs in the same PM
area to get the predicted energy consumption of each PM area.

B. Compared Methods

As our work is the first to handle the problem, we cannot
find comparable methods within our knowledge. We choose the
following three methods for comparison, and the details of the

methods are described in Section II. 1) Renewable and Cooling
Aware Workload Management (RCA) [8]. 2) Green Scheduling
for Cloud Datacenters (GS) [7]. 3) Renewable Energy-Aware
Reinforcement Learning (REA) [10]. As the works in [7], [10]
are for multiple datacenters and the energy sources already sup-
ply energy to their associated datacenters, we make changes to
adapt these works to our single-datacenter scenario. Specifically,
we evenly distribute the energy sources to the PM areas, that is,
each energy source group supplies energy to one PM area. Also,
we set the parameter values based on these articles.

In our experiments, first, we compare our renewable en-
ergy generation prediction method with the other two renew-
able energy generation prediction methods, which are pattern
matching [7] and K-nearest neighbors (KNN) [8]. Second, we
compare our energy demand prediction method with the other
three energy demand prediction methods, which are pattern
matching [64], Neural Network (NN) [65] and Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT) [66]. Third, we compare the performance
of our method with the other compared methods in [7], [8],
[10] with their own prediction methods and with our LSTM
prediction method. For our methods, we use RL to represent
the RL-based method, RL+E to represent the RL-based method
with ECRA only and RL+E+F to represent our RL-based method
with the two enhancement methods.

C. Performance Metrics
� Prediction accuracy. To measure the prediction accuracy of

renewable energy generation and energy demands, we mea-
sure the prediction accuracy as below: An = 1− |Pn−Rn|

Rn

where An is the prediction accuracy of nth prediction, Pn

is the predicted value of nth prediction and Rn is the real
value of nth prediction.

� Uninterrupted PM area ratio. It is defined as the percentage
of PM areas that always receive renewable energy no less
than their demands. It is calculated by: B = 1− V

J where
V is the number of PM areas that the energy demands
cannot be satisfied and J is the total number of PM areas.

� SLO satisfaction ratio. It is defined as the percentage of
jobs whose SLOs are satisfied. If one PM area does not
receive enough renewable energy for its energy demand
in time period T , we assume that all the jobs running on
this PM area cannot successfully run in that time period.
We run the trace data 50 times in our experiment. In the
experiment, if the number of successful running times for
one job over the total number of the job running times is
higher or equal to this job’s SLO, we consider that this
job’s SLO is satisfied.

� Monetary cost and carbon emission. We calculate the total
monetary cost based on the real price dataset [62], [63]
and Equation (14). Similar to monetary cost, we calculate
the total amount of carbon emission based on the real
dataset [61] and Equation (15).

� Time overhead. We use training time latency and testing
time latency to show the time overhead of the prediction
methods and the source-PM area mapping methods.
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Fig. 2. Standard deviation of renewable energy in AZ, CA, and VA.

Fig. 3. Prediction of renewable energy generation.

D. Experimental Results

1) Renewable Energy Instability: In addition to VA, we also
obtained the datasets about regional solar irradiance (s(t)) and
wind speeds (v(t)) at the Arizona (AZ), California (CA) in
May, 2011 from the National Renewable Energy Laboratory
(NREL) [59], [60]. We choose these three locations because
there are large datacenters in these states [67]. For each area,
we calculate the standard deviation of s(t) each day in the 30
days and then calculate the average standard deviation per day,
and we also calculate the average standard deviation per day for
v(t).

Fig. 2 shows the average standard deviation of solar irradiance
and wind speed in a month in the three different areas. The error
bar means the peak and valley standard deviation value in the
month. The result follows AZsolar ≈ CAsolar ≈ VAsolar <
AZwind≈CAwind≈VAwind. We see that the solar irradiations
at different time slots in one day deviate greatly, so that the solar
energy generation in one day is not stable. We found that the
peak of the solar irradiation time is around 11 AM to 1PM each
day, and in the rest of the day time, the solar irradiation varies.
On the other hand, as the wind speed also varies in a day though
it is more stable than the solar irradiation. Therefore, the energy
generated by wind is also not stable.

2) Renewable Energy Generation Prediction Accuracy:
Fig. 3 shows the predicted and actual amount of renewable
energy and the prediction accuracy for the solar energy and wind
energy on one randomly selected solar generator and one wind
energy generator using LSTM in 3 days randomly selected from
one month. We see that the predicted values and actual values
are almost overlapped and the accuracy stays above 0.8 most of
the time. The result also shows that the accuracy of solar energy
prediction is higher than wind energy prediction. However, we
observe that the deviation of the generated energy amount at

Fig. 4. Energy demand prediction accuracy.

Fig. 5. Solar energy prediction accuracy.

Fig. 6. Wind energy prediction accuracy.

different time slots in one day of solar energy is larger than that
of wind energy, which also is reflected by the result that the
standard deviation of solar irradiance is larger than that of wind
energy in Fig. 2. The reason for the higher prediction accuracy of
the solar energy compared to the wind energy is that since solar
irradiation has certain time pattern, the amounts of the generated
renewable energy at the same time in different days are similar,
so it is easy to predict. But for wind energy, the relation between
wind speed and time is not highly related between the same
time points in different days. Therefore, for wind energy, the
performance of prediction accuracy is not as high as that of the
solar energy.

Figs. 5 and 6 show the CDF (Cumulative distribution function)
of the solar energy prediction and wind energy prediction. The
result for solar energy prediction follows: Pattern ≈ KNN ≈
LSTM. All prediction methods achieve high accuracy due to the
same reason as explained in Fig. 3. The result for wind energy
prediction follows: Pattern<KNN< LSTM. The reason is that,
for pattern matching, it only observes the wind energy for each
time slot in each day and uses the same value for the same time
slot in different days. Since the wind speed is not highly related
between the same time point in different days, the accuracy for
pattern matching is worse than KNN and LSTM. For KNN, it can
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Fig. 7. Energy utilization of different energies.

classify the time period with similar wind speed, so in certain
time slots, it achieves better accuracy than pattern matching.
However, it can’t consider the wind speed sequence in the entire
time period. LSTM can consider the entire time period when
predicting the wind speed in each time slot, thus producing the
highest accuracy.

3) Energy Demand Prediction Accuracy: Fig. 4 shows the
CDF of different prediction methods for energy consumption of
PM areas. We choose 100 PM areas in this figure. The result
follows: Pattern < NN ≈ FFT < LSTM. For pattern matching,
it observes the energy consumption for each PM area in each
time slot each day and uses the same value for the same time
slot in different days. FFT can process the time-series data
and then find the most prominent pattern so that it achieves
better performance than pattern matching. NN can consider the
relationships between time points in the time sequence data,
and LSTM can consider the relationship between time points in
a longer time length, so LSTM can more accurately predict the
energy consumption in each time slot than NN.

4) Performance Comparison With Compared Methods: LP
is used to represent out linear programming method. Fig. 7
shows the energy utilization of different types of energies of each
method. We observe that for brown energy: REA > RCA ≈ LP
> RL > RL+E ≈ GS > RL+E+F. RCA and LP use around 17%
less brown energy than REA, RL uses around 60% less brown
energy than RCA, RL+E and GS use around 50% less brown
energy than RL, and RL+E+F consumes around 50% less brown
energy than RL+E and GS. For REA, it aims to minimize the
total energy monetary cost. Since the brown energy is cheaper
than solar energy, it uses more brown energy to minimize the
total price. For RCA, although it aims to minimize the total
monetary cost, it tries to use more solar energy. LP consumes
slightly more brown energy than RL. Since GS aims to minimize
the total carbon emission, it uses renewable energy resource
as much as possible, which leads to low total brown energy
usage. ECRA can dynamically adjust the amount of computing
resource assigned to each job to handle renewable energy supply
shortage and overage under varying renewable energy supply.
Thus, RL+E uses more renewable energy compared with RL,
resulting in less brown energy utilization. Specifically, RL+E
uses 5% more wind energy, 20% less solar energy and 50% less
brown energy than RL. FPES restarts some potentially failed
jobs earlier to avoid energy waste for useless job running due to
job failures so that RL+E+F consumes less brown energy than
RL and RL+E. Specifically, RL+E+F consumes 10% less wind

Fig. 8. Performance with different matching periods.

energy, 14% less solar energy and 50% less brown energy than
RL+E.

We observe that the wind energy utilization follows RL+E >
RL > LP ≈ RL+E+F ≈ GS > RCA ≈ REA, RL+E uses around
5% more wind energy than RL, RL uses around 2% more wind
energy than LP, RL+E+F, and GS, which use around 17% more
wind energy than RCA and REA. We also observe that the solar
energy utilization follows RL ≈ GS > RCA > REA ≈ LP >
RL+E >RL+E+F. RL and GS use around 6% more solar energy
than RCA, RCA uses around 9% more solar energy than REA
and LP, which use around 10% more solar energy than RL+E.
RL+E uses around 17% more solar energy than RL+E+F. The
wind energy is cheaper than the solar energy and also its carbon
emission is lower than solar and brown energy. Therefore, since
RL and LP aim to both reduce the total carbon emission and total
energy monetary cost, wind is a better choice, so they use more
wind energy than others. Because LP uses more brown energy, it
uses less wind and solar energy than RL. In addition, RL+E uses
more wind energy and less solar energy compared with RL. It
is because wind energy is more unstable and cheaper compared
with solar energy, ECRA can adjust the amount of computing
resource assigned to the jobs upon supply shortage and overage
and they consume the same amount of total energy. FPES can
restart the potentially failed jobs earlier to avoid energy waste for
useless job running so RL+E+F consumes less wind energy and
also solar energy compared with RL+E. GS aims to minimize
the total carbon emission, so it uses more wind energy and solar
energy than others. REA and RCA aim to minimize the total
energy monetary cost and RCA tries to use more solar energy.
As a result, REA uses more brown energy (the cheapest energy)
and RCA uses more solar energy than others.

Fig. 8 shows the uninterrupted PM area ratio and SLO satis-
faction ratio versus different matching time periods. In Fig. 8(a),
the result follows RL≈RL+E≈RL+E+F≈LP>RCA≈REA
> GS. On average, our approaches and LP generate around
8% higher uninterrupted PM area ratio than RCA and REA,
which generate around 2% higher uninterrupted PM area ratio
than GS. Our RL and LP use LSTM to more accurately pre-
dict the amount of generated renewable energy of each energy
generator and energy demand of each PM area, so PM areas’
energy demands are satisfied most of the time, thus producing
the highest uninterrupted PM area ratio. As shown previously
in Figs. 5, 6 and 4, other prediction methods used in RCA,
REA and GS have lower accuracy than LSTM, so more PM
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Fig. 9. Performance with different number of PM areas.

areas experience interruptions. Therefore, RCA, REA and GS
generate lower uninterrupted PM area ratios. As shown in Fig. 7,
GS uses more renewable energies than REA and RCA, so GS
has lower uninterrupted PM area ratio than those of REA and
RCA because of the instability of the renewable energies. We
see that when the matching period is high, RL+E+F and RL+E
generates around 0.7% higher uninterrupted PM area ratio than
RL. This is because ECRA reduces or increases the computing
resources of jobs considering their deadlines and SLOs upon an
energy shortage or overage happens.

In Fig. 8(b), we can observe that the SLO satisfaction ratio
result follows RL ≈ RL+E ≈ RL+E+F ≈ LP > RCA ≈ REA
> GS. On average, our approaches and LP generate around
7% higher SLO satisfaction ratio than RCA and REA, which
generate around 2% higher SLO satisfaction ratio than GS.
RL and LP try to power each PM area with renewable energy
generators that have probability no less than the PM area’s SLO
to produce the amount no less than its energy demand to ensure
that insufficient renewable energy supply will not lead to SLO
violations. As a result, they produce the highest SLO satisfaction
ratio. REA, RCA and GS do not consider the possible SLO
violations due to insufficient renewable energy supply and the
subsequent energy supply switch. Therefore, they produce lower
SLO satisfaction ratios. Since GS has the lowest uninterrupted
PM area ratio, more jobs tend to experience SLO violations, so
GS produces the lowest SLO satisfaction ratio. We see that when
the matching period is high, RL+E+F and RL+E generates 0.2%
higher SLO satisfaction ratio than RL due to the same reason as
in Fig. 8(a).

In Fig. 8, we also observe that as the matching period in-
creases, the values of the two metrics of all methods decrease.
This is because when the matching period is longer, the pre-
dicted values tend to be less inaccurate. Therefore, less frequent
scheduling and longer scheduling time period make it less likely
to guarantee that the supplied renewable energy is no less than
the energy demand of a PM area. However, the slower decreasing
rates of RL and LP mean that their scheduling time period can be
longer than other methods, which saves computation resources.

Fig. 9(a) and (b) show the uninterrupted PM area ratio and
the SLO satisfaction ratio versus different number of PM areas.
The results show RL ≈ RL+E ≈ RL+E+F ≈ LP > RCA >
REA > GS. On average, for both ratios, our approaches and LP
produce around 6–7% higher ratios than RCA, RCA produces
around 0.6–0.7% higher ratios than REA, and REA produces

Fig. 10. Performance with different matching time periods using our predic-
tion method.

Fig. 11. Total monetary cost.

around 1-2% higher ratios than GS. The relative performance
results are consistent with those in Fig. 8 due to the same
reasons as explained. For all the methods, as the number of
PM areas increases, the uninterrupted PM area ratio and the
SLO satisfaction ratio increase slightly. The reason is that, more
PM areas mean fewer PMs in a PM area. Then, when a PM
area does not receive sufficient renewable energy, fewer PMs
and hence fewer jobs are interrupted. Therefore, more PM areas
lead to higher uninterrupted PM area ratio and SLO satisfaction.
RL, RL+E and RL+E+F have similar performance since the
matching period is not long (one hour).

Fig. 10 shows the uninterrupted PM area ratio and the SLO
satisfaction ratio versus different matching time period with
our LSTM prediction method for energy demand. In the figure,
GS*, REA* and RCA* means that we used LSTM and their
scheduling methods as new methods. The results follow RL ≈
RL+E ≈ RL+E+F ≈ LP > RCA* > REA* > GS*. On average,
for both ratios, our approaches and LP produce 4-6% higher
ratios than RCA*, RCA* produces 0.3–0.5% higher ratios than
REA*, and REA* produces 2% higher ratios than GS*. The
relative performance results are the same as in Fig. 8 due to the
same reasons. Comparing this figure and Fig. 8, we observe that
the uninterrupted PM area ratio and the SLO satisfaction ratio
of GS*, REA* and RCA* are higher than those of GS, REA
and RCA, respectively. This result indicates that our prediction
method is more accurate and it can help achieve higher unin-
terrupted PM area ratio and SLO satisfaction ratio. We see that
when the matching period is high, RL+E+F and RL+E generates
0.7% higher uninterrupted PM area ratio than RL and 0.2%
higher SLO satisfaction ratio than RL.

Fig. 11 shows the total monetary cost of each method and
the results follow GS > RCA > RL > LP ≈ RL+E ≈ REA
> RL+E+F. RCA costs $20000 (2%) less than GS, RL costs
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Fig. 12. Carbon emission.

$150000 (19%) less than RCA, LP, RL+E and REA costs $20000
(3%) less than RL, and RL+E+F costs $40000 (6%) less than LP,
RL+E and REA. GS aims to minimize the total carbon emission,
so it uses renewable energy resource as much as possible though
the price of the solar energy is much more higher than the wind
and brown energy, thus generating the highest energy monetary
cost. RCA aims to minimize the total monetary cost while trying
to use solar energy as much as possible. Our LP and RL tend to
choose wind energy due to its cheaper price and lower carbon
emission as explained above, their total energy monetary cost is
lower than GS and RCA. REA tends to use more brown energy
since the goal for REA is to only minimize the total energy
monetary cost. Since the price of each energy resource follows
solar > brown ≈ wind, REA and LP generate lower monetary
cost compared with RL. Due to the same reason explained in
Fig. 7, RL+E generates $20000 (3%) lower monetary cost than
RL and RL+E+F generates $40000 (6%) lower monetary cost
than RL+E. So RL+E+F generates the lowest monetary cost.

Recall that the carbon emission rate for each energy resource
follows brown> solar>wind. Fig. 12 shows the carbon emission
of each method. The results show REA > RCA > LP ≈ RL >
GS≈RL+E>RL+E+F. RCA reduces 0.6Tons (12%) of carbon
emission of REA, LP and RL reduce 0.2Tons (9%) carbon
emission of RCA, GS and RL+E reduce 0.4Tons (20%) carbon
emission of LP and RL, and RL+E+F reduce 0.2Tons (13%)
carbon emission of GS and RL+E. REA tends to use more brown
energy since it aims to minimize the total energy monetary cost.
Since the carbon emission amount of the brown energy is much
higher than the solar energy and wind energy, REA produces the
most carbon emission. RCA uses more renewable energy than
REA since RCA tries to use solar energy as much as possible, so
that RCA generates less carbon emission than REA. Since both
LP and RL based methods aim to reduce carbon emission and
also total energy monetary cost, they use more wind energy, thus
producing less carbon emission. GS only aims to minimize the
total carbon emission, so it uses renewable energy resource as
much as possible, which produces the lower carbon emission.
Due to the same reason explained in Fig. 7, RL+E produces
0.4Tons (20%) lower carbon emission than RL and RL+E+F
produces 0.2Tons (13%) lower carbon emission than RL+E, So
RL+E+F produces the lowest carbon emission. Combining the
results in Figs. 11 and 12, we can conclude that our LP and
RL based methods perform well in both reducing total energy
monetary cost and carbon emission, while other methods cannot
achieve both goals simultaneously.

Fig. 13. Time overhead.

Fig. 13 shows the time overhead for one decision of each
method. The time overhead contains the testing time overhead
for RL based methods and REA. Since the training process is
offline, we only show the testing time. The time overhead of
ECRA includes the operations in Algorithm 1. Since the failure
prediction model training can be offline, the time overhead of
only FPES includes the prediction model inference time and the
operations in Algorithm 2. The results show LP ≈ GS ≈ RCA
> REA ≈ RL+E ≈ RL ≈ RL+E+F. REA and our approaches
generates 95% less time overhead than other compared methods,
and our approaches generate similar time overhead. REA and
RL based methods use the reinforcement learning model, which
needs a long time for training but much less time to make
the decision. After the model is trained, the decision making
process takes a short time, which is much shorter than other
methods. Other methods need to solve an optimization problem
without the need for training. LP considers more input features
(including carbon emission, energy price and SLO violation)
than GS and RCA, so its time overhead for making a decision is
much more than GS and RCA. Since GS and RCA consider less
input features, their optimization problems are easier to solve,
so their time overheads of making a decision are lower than LP.
Since the time overhead of the two enhancement methods is low,
RL, RL+E, and RL+E+F have similar overhead.

VIII. CONCLUSION

Renewable energy supply is a promising solution to current
datacenter energy supply, which is much more environment-
friendly. However, the instability of renewable energy may lead
to insufficient energy supply to the datacenter, resulting in job
running interruption or even failures. Previous work attempting
to achieve higher energy generation prediction cannot com-
pletely handle this problem since sufficient renewable energy
supply cannot be guaranteed due to energy instability.

In this article, we propose a renewable energy resource allo-
cation system for a cloud datacenter. Our objective is to avoid
SLO violations due to interruption from insufficient renewable
energy supply while minimizing the total energy monetary cost
and total carbon emission. First, using deep learning technique,
the system predicts the tail distribution of each renewable energy
source at each time slot in the next time period. Second, it
predicts the energy demand in each PM area by predicting the
CPU utilization for each PM in a PM area. Third, based on the
predicted results, the system assigns renewable energy sources
to PM areas to solve the above problem using RL-based method
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and linear programming method. In addition, we propose two
enhancement methods: energy-driven computing resource as-
signment method (ECRA) and failure prediction based energy
saving (FPES). ECRA dynamically adjusts the amount of com-
puting resources assigned to each job based on its urgent value
to handle renewable energy supply overage and outrage while
avoiding SLO violations and reducing job completion time.
FPES restarts some jobs with high predicted failure probabilities
to avoid energy waste for useless job running of failed jobs. Our
extensive real trace driven experiments show that our system
achieves superior performance than other methods in terms
of the aforementioned goals, our enhancement methods are
effective in improving system performance. Since job migration
between PMs in load balancing in a cloud datacenter can be very
resource intensive, in our future work, we will further study how
to minimize the energy cost of the job migration process.
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